To get proficiency level waiver for Spanish after taking the Spanish Placement Test

For students using catalogs Fall 13 and after

- **First** you must take the Spanish Placement Test at UTEP and place in 2304 or any 33XX level course.

- **Then** you wait at least 48 hours to take your copy to the Department of Languages and Linguistics, Liberal Arts Building 137 and leave it there.

After a couple of weeks (approximate length of time for the process of giving you proficiency level waiver for 2301 and/or 2302 or 2303 and/or 2304. Check your unofficial transcript at www.goldmine.utep.edu to see if you have already fulfilled your foreign language requirement in case that you placed in any 33XX level course. If you placed in 2302 or 2304, you must do the above procedure and also take 2302 or 2304.

Since you will have completed your foreign language requirement, but you will still be missing 3 or 6 hours from your Degree Plan, we recommend you to take any 33XX level Spanish course (except 3309, 3311, 3312, 3315, 3357 and 4301) as your block elective(s).